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Abstract

Manus Island in Papua New Guinea is called “Australia’s Guantánamo” by 
critics of its use as a detention site for refugees, including Behrouz Booch-
ani, a poet, journalist, filmmaker, and refugee imprisoned there by the Aus-
tralian government for almost six years. This essay explores the usefulness 
and limitations of Guantánamo as a metaphor to describe Manus and other 
sites in Australia’s offshore detention regime. In addition, it argues that 
Boochani’s No Friend but the Mountains (2018) counters dis-placement and 
the dehumanization of refugees through literary language. Moving beyond 
testimony, Boochani produces a poetical, critical, and embodied response to 
Australia’s silencing and erasure of refugees.

Keywords: Guantánamo Bay, Manus, Australia refugee policy, refugees, 
Behrouz Boochani

Resumen

La isla de Manus en Papúa Nueva Guinea se conoce como “el Guantánamo 
de Australia” por las personas que critican su uso como lugar para la deten-
ción de refugiados, entre ellos el poeta, periodista y cineasta Behrouz Boo-
chani. El gobierno australiano mantiene a Boochani preso en la isla, por 
casi ya seis años. Este ensayo explora la utilidad y las limitaciones del uso 
de Guantánamo como metáfora para describir Manus y otros lugares que 
forman parte del régimen de detención ultramarino de Australia. Además, 
sostiene que el libro No Friend but the Mountains (2018) de Boochani reba-
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te el desplazamiento y la deshumanización de los refugiados mediante un 
lenguaje literario. Más allá del testimonio, Boochani responde a la invisibi-
lización y al silenciamiento de los refugiados por el gobierno de Australia 
con una obra poética, crítica y empoderada.

Palabras clave: Bahía de Guantánamo, Isla de Manus, política de asilo de 
Australia, refugiados, Behrouz Boochani
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A skeletal man with light-coloured eyes /
Holding a soaking book of poetry /

His feet held tightly in a pair of flip-flops /
This is all there is.

—Behrouz Boochani, No Friend but the Mountains 

Introduction

Manus Island is the “Australian Guantanamo,” according to Kurdish-
Iranian poet, journalist, filmmaker, and refugee, Behrouz Boochani 

(Green and Dao 4). Yet even as Boochani conjures this metaphor to describe 
Australia’s offshore processing camp for asylum seekers and refugees in Pap-
ua New Guinea, where he has been detained for six years, he acknowledges 
its inadequacy: “This prison is more than a prison. I always use ‘Guanta-
namo.’ And I believe that ‘Australian Guantanamo’ is not enough for this 
prison, not enough. But I don’t have any other words” (4).  

This essay has two broad aims. First, I unpack the connection between 
‘Guantánamo’ and ‘Manus’—both the usefulness of this metaphor and its 
limitations. Second, I explore the many other words that Boochani has 
found, since his above comment in 2017, with the publication of his ground-
breaking and genre-defying work, No Friend but the Mountains: Writing from 
Manus Prison (2018).  

Written via thousands of WhatsApp messages and translated from Farsi 
into English by Omid Tofighian, this poetical account of life on Manus rep-
resents a decolonial, visceral, critical, and literary intervention into Austra-
lian public life. Myth and metaphor about refugees in Australian political 
discourse serve to “dis-place” Australia’s offshore detention regime, to bor-
row Suvendrini Perera’s term, from its geography and from its colonial and 
carceral histories, as well as obfuscating human rights violations (6). I argue 
that No Friend counters this dis-placement through its literary representa-
tions of life on Manus, inviting both an analytical and emotional engage-
ment with Australia’s past, present, and future. 

In imagining the possibilities of a literary work like Boochani’s in this es-
say, it is helpful to consider Judith Butler’s idea of the “prison break” as repre-
sented by poetry written by detainees in the U.S. military prison at Guantá-
namo Bay, Gitmo, and published by the University of Iowa Press (11). Butler 
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suggests that the circulation of this prison poetry breaks with the context and 
conditions of its creation simply by escaping, and in doing so creates new 
contexts and possibilities: “the poetry leaves the prison, if it does, even when 
the prisoner cannot” (9). The poetry itself does not free the prisoner, but the 
emotional reactions it provokes in its readership—“astonishment, outrage, 
revulsion, admiration, and discovery”—create the conditions for action that 
break with the acceptance of war and human rights violations, and push for 
justice (11). Butler’s discussion of war here is not limited to U.S. invasions 
overseas; she points out that immigration issues are frequently framed as a 
“war at home” (26). As I will show, Australia’s militarised refugee policies 
have consistently been framed as such, in addition to their explicit links with 
the global ‘War on Terror.’

A journalist by training, Boochani regularly contributes to local and in-
ternational news publications from Manus Island, such as The Guardian, The 
Huffington Post, The Age, and The Saturday Paper. However, journalistic lan-
guage is limited, he argues, in its capacity to “analyse and express the extent 
of the torture in this place,” because, by nature, these articles are for “the 
general public” (xv). The “realities of this place,” Boochani tells Tofighian, 
“can be better exposed through the language of art and literature” (360). 
Boochani’s tireless journalistic reporting is clearly worded and concise, fo-
cused on exposing inconsistencies, lies, and injustices. His literary turn in No 
Friend appeals to a different response in readers, experimenting with poetry 
and metaphor to conjure the horror, despair, and human suffering that is 
lived in the bodies, minds, and hearts of those imprisoned by the Australian 
government.

This is especially important when “literary” methods have been co-opted 
by political rhetoric to dehumanise refugees and justify the violence enacted 
upon them. Language matters; as legal scholar Justine Poon demonstrates, 
when a body becomes a boat in law; that is, when a person seeking refuge 
becomes an “unauthorized maritime arrival,” the person in question is ob-
jectified and legal subjectivity diminished (106). “This metaphorical shift” in 
Australian law, Poon writes, “then defines how the rest of the legal system 
and its actors view them and the limits of what can be done to them” (109). 
In his own shift, away from journalistic to literary writing, Boochani explores 
the limits of human suffering and redefines how refugees are portrayed. Sig-
nificantly, it is an imprisoned refugee doing the portraying, weaving poetry 
into memoir in conditions of physical danger—riots, violence, starvation, 
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sickness, heat—via the unlikely means of WhatsApp. Like the ephemeral 
“cup poems” etched into styrofoam and shared by detainees in the U.S. pris-
on at Guantánamo Bay, later reconstructed from memory and reproduced 
in Poems from Guantánamo: The Detainees Speak (2007), the very existence of 
No Friend is both a defiant response to the prison regime and a testament to 
fragility and precariousness; to the life and words that have not survived it.

In this essay I want to emphasise the potential that creative works have 
to stimulate an affecting, poetic rupture in the representation of refugees in 
Australia. Boochani’s text is often intimate in its grotesque, visceral details 
and vulnerable disclosure of mental anguish, loneliness, self-hatred, and pet-
ty thoughts. These personal, embodied aspects of human experience serve to 
further strengthen, as I will argue, No Friend’s sustained critique of structural 
and political power. In these and other ways, I propose that in No Friend 
but the Mountains Boochani goes beyond traditional refugee testimony to 
critically analyse the conditions of his imprisonment and powerfully repre-
sent life on Manus. In doing so, he contributes to a formidable tradition of 
prison writing which includes works like Poems from Guantánamo (2007) and 
former Gitmo detainee Moazzam Begg’s memoir Enemy Combatant (2006), 
while also exposing the shared global histories from which these sites spring, 
thereby countering politicised mythology by placing them in specific param-
eters of time and space.   

Conjuring ‘Guantánamo’: Usefulness and Limitations of the Metaphor

‘Guantánamo’ is frequently evoked in reference to Australia’s offshore deten-
tion of refugees and asylum seekers in two sites: the Pacific island nation of 
Nauru and Manus Island in Papua New Guinea (PNG). The metaphor is 
efficient: it succinctly conveys the lawlessness, secrecy, silence, and abuse of 
human rights that Australia’s offshore camps share with the U.S, military 
base in Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. Immigration detention centres also operate 
onshore in Australia, but it is the horrific conditions for those living in its 
offshore camps, including children, that are openly presented as a deterrence 
method that is said to prevent further arrivals by boat.1 Refugees on Manus 

 “This Place is Australia Itself” 

1 In the final stages of editing this essay, the last children detained on Nauru were relo-
cated along with their families to the U.S. (Awasthi). But as one chapter in the offshore 
detention regime closes, another begins, with the Australian government announcing 
plans to re-open its previously closed detention centre on Christmas Island (Murphy).
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and Nauru therefore live, with the knowledge and consent of a majority of 
Australians, as political hostages. In Boochani’s words: “we are being made 
examples to strike fear into others, to scare people so they won’t come to 
Australia” (No Friend 107). Like the U.S. government’s prison within the 
base at Guantánamo, violations of refugees’ human rights are often denied 
and simultaneously presented as a necessary, if unfortunate, element of na-
tional security—in limbo legally, physically, and psychologically. 

Australia’s offshoring policies for asylum seekers also share roots in the 
global War on Terror. Although mandatory detention of asylum seekers was 
introduced by a left-wing government in 1992, Australia’s current militarised 
discourse on refugees and its obsession with boat arrivals, both in parlia-
ment and in the media, can be traced back to conservative Prime Minister 
John Howard’s handling of the “Tampa affair” in August 2001, shortly be-
fore the 9/11 attacks (Asylum Insight). Refusing safe harbour to the Nor-
wegian freighter Tampa, which had rescued around 450 asylum seekers from 
a sinking, overcrowded boat, Howard’s flailing government capitalised on 
the post-9/11 atmosphere of fear and racial politics (Perera 55).2 It proved 

Ruth McHugh-Dillon

Fig. 1: Map of two of Australia’s offshore regional processing centres in the Pacific, on 
Manus Island and Nauru. Source: Deutsche Welle, 2018

2 Sources provide varying figures of the asylum seekers rescued by the Tampa: 433 (Na-
tional Museum of Australia); 440 (Museum of Australian Democracy at Old Parliament 
House); “450 or so” (Perera 55). 
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the pivotal moment in that November’s domestic elections, with Howard 
sweeping to power (Museum of Australian Democracy at Old Parliament 
House). The campaign is best distilled in words from his infamous speech: 
“we will decide who comes to this country and the circumstances in which 
they come” (Museum of Australian Democracy at Old Parliament House).  

As Perera writes, for those men, women, and children saved by the Tampa 
but then forcibly transferred by the Australian military to Nauru, “worlds 
changed around them: they now faced the full force of the backlash from the 
9/11 attacks, the anticipated war in Afghanistan, and a climate of heightened 
hostility and suspicion toward anyone who might fit the category of ‘Muslim’ 
or Middle Eastern” (69-70). The refugees caught on the Tampa were guin-
ea pigs and a catalyst for the hastily arranged negotiations with Australia’s 
neighbours in Nauru and Manus, which the Australian government called 
the “Pacific Solution” (55). The Nazi echoes in this phrasing are apparently 
shameless, yet appropriate. 

The legal bases for offshore detention are complex, constantly chang-
ing, and sensitive to Australian electoral cycles, not to mention deliberately 
shrouded in secrecy by the Australian government. In this context, ‘Guantá-
namo’ is often the most efficient, horrifying and ultimate comparison: a call 
for urgent change. Legal and medical scholars have used the association to 
draw attention to Australia’s violations of its obligations under the UN Con-
vention Against Torture, citing both the generalised conditions—unsanitary 
environments, systemic sexual and physical abuse, self-harm and psychologi-
cal distress caused by indefinite imprisonment—as well as specific actions 
like waterboarding (Morales; Sanggaran and Zion 420).3 Aside from torture, 
the legal status of Australia’s offshore detention regime is inspired by Guan-
tánamo’s history. Australia’s amended Migration Act in 2001 excised more 
than 4,800 portions of its own sovereign territory, mainly islands, in order to 
deem them “non-Australia” for the purposes of seeking asylum (Baldacchino 
61). This move was directly inspired by the denial of asylum to Haitians at 

 “This Place is Australia Itself” 

3 The Australian government’s justification of conditions on Nauru and Manus as a de-
terrence measure is both brazen and insidious. My own shock on reading this account 
of waterboarding in fact revealed to me that I, like most Australians, had to some extent 
accepted or at least normalised the generalised conditions of torture that are frequently 
reported on by Australian media, yet remain unchanged. Accounts of systemic sexual 
abuse horrify but no longer shock; accounts of waterboarding still retain this power. 
This also reveals the potency of the Guantánamo comparison and why it continues to 
be employed.  
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Guantánamo Bay in the 1980s and ’90s on the basis of it being a “‘lawless 
enclave’ outside US jurisdiction” (61).4  

However, as Boochani makes clear in the observations that open this es-
say, Guantánamo as a metaphor is limited. Significantly, in the same move 
that seeks to condemn all that it represents, conjuring Guantánamo can also 
perpetuate imperialist/colonialist thinking, in two important ways. The first 
is that, while the global influence of the U.S. on its smaller allies such as 
Australia is undeniable, continuing to centre U.S. politics can lead critics 
and other observers to overlook the ways in which these black sites operate 
in a mutual feedback loop. While Guantánamo is certainly a “key site in the 
symbolic order that is being structured by the United States in the twenty-
first century” (Coleman 39), when contemplating futures, one of the goals 
of this volume of writing on Guantánamo, it is important to consider what 
becomes possible in a feedback loop of what Perera terms “geopolitical reci-
procity.” As Perera writes, “between the modalities of territorial dominion 
and imperial control that characterize relations between the United States 
and the islands of Cuba and Haiti on the one hand, and on the other, the 
forms of variable sovereignty that Australia exercises over its outlying ter-
ritories, former colonies and protectorates” (8).5 Will Guantánamo always 
remain the ultimate, superlative comparison? If so, what extremities does this 
conceal within Australia’s own black sites’? What is specific about Australia’s 
colonising, extra-legal, and illegal relations ‘at home’ and in the region? And 
what will Manus inspire the U.S. to do at Guantánamo Bay?

Ruth McHugh-Dillon

4 These links with Guantánamo’s lawlessness are further emphasised by a group called 
Researchers Against Pacific Black Sites (RAPBS), who explain their deliberate use of 
the term “black site” to refer to Australia’s offshore detention regime.  Usually reserved 
for U.S. secret prisons and locations used in the War on Terror, RAPBS employs “black 
site” in relation to Manus and Nauru “in order to highlight their structural connections 
with other extra-legal or illegal places of confinement, abuse and torture” (Researchers 
Against Pacific Black Sites). Similar motivations are clear in Boochani’s evocation of 
Guantánamo: to convey the Australian government’s illegal activities and its “complex 
torture” of refugees through a globally recognised symbol (Boochani, qtd. in Dao and 
Green 10). 
5 Unexpected Australian-Caribbean connections have already been made through 
Boochani’s contribution to the Maroon Conference Magazine, 2017 (Boochani, “Kyri-
archal System”), which was edited by Indigenous Warraimay historian Victoria Grieves 
of the University of Sydney. The volume also includes an article by Boochani’s translator, 
Omid Tofighian.
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The dangerous possibilities of “geopolitical reciprocity” are apparent in 
the first official phone call between U.S. President Donald Trump and then 
Australian Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull, which took place in 2016. The 
two leaders wrestled over a resettlement deal for refugees on Manus arranged 
with the Obama administration, one that Trump wanted to abandon. Dur-
ing the call, Turnbull assures Trump of Australia’s “strong” stance on security 
and border politics, pointing out “how our policies have helped to inform 
your approach. We are very much of the same mind” (“Full Transcript”). 
Turnbull’s emphasis here seems to backfire, however, as instead of inspiring 
Trump to resettle the Manus refugees in the U.S. he considers adopting the 
approach of offshore detention: “That is a good idea. We should do that 
too. You are worse than I am” (“Full Transcript”). Academic and journalistic 
writing frequently warns that Australia’s harsh treatment of refugees could 
be adopted by other countries in the Global North that are faced with both 
far greater numbers of refugee and migrant arrivals and more extremist and 
divisive internal politics (Sanggaran and Zion; Baldacchino). It is essential 
to acknowledge that Australia can and does ‘pioneer’ human rights abuses of 
its own accord and that what Trump calls “a good idea” may inspire the U.S. 
and other countries to introduce or reinstate similar regimes.

The second issue is that the use of metaphor perpetuates imperial dis-
placement, part of the same obfuscating processes of erasure that dis-locate 
islands from their historical, cultural, and geographical realities. Metaphor 
performs dispossession: conceptually, if not legally, Guantánamo Bay no 
longer belongs to Cubans.  For many Australians, too, Manus and Nauru 
are concepts that exist only in Australian newspaper reports and parliamen-
tary debates, dis-placed from their real, geographical locations in the Pacific 
Ocean. Australia’s infringement on the sovereignty of its Pacific neighbours 
is thus both literal and conceptual.  As Godfrey Baldacchino writes, “The 
onshore space of one sovereign country becomes, perversely, the offshore 
space of/for a totally different one” (61). Significantly, this symbolic think-
ing also untethers black sites from history, erasing the steps leading to their 
creation.  For example, employing Guantánamo as a metaphor with global 
resonance usually conjures the “iconic orange jumpsuits” of those detained in 
the War on Terror (Coleman 39). The power of this image then means that 
even as Guantánamo is deployed to discuss Australia’s treatment of refugees, 
the human rights abuses of Haitian refugees detained by the U.S. at the same 
site in earlier decades is overlooked or erased.   

 “This Place is Australia Itself” 
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Ahistorical and one-dimensional thinking means that even those who 
oppose the crimes committed at Guantánamo often frame them as an ab-
erration to, or departure from, fundamental U.S. values (Walicek 67). Do-
ing so fails to locate twenty-first century crimes committed by the U.S. 
within the continuity of its long racist and militarised imperial presence 
in Cuba, Haiti, and throughout Latin America and the Caribbean, not to 
mention the Middle East. As recent scholarship has shown, the abuses and 
violations that Haitian refugees suffered at Guantánamo Bay—along with 
the nineteenth-century U.S. invasion and illegal occupation of Cuba’s ter-
ritory—are essential to understanding the crisis at this site in the twenty-
first century (Walicek 70). Opposition to Australia’s offshore detention 
regime is frequently mounted in similar terms, as an aberration, with dis-
turbing disregard for its carceral and colonial histories ‘at home’ and in the 
region. Many Australians may remain unaware, for example, that PNG is 
a former protectorate of Australia (Perera 65). This aberration narrative 
is apparent in the words of Judith Reem, a former teacher on Nauru who 
explains, in an Al Jazeera interview, her reasons for risking prosecution by 
speaking out against the horrors that she witnessed while working with 
refugee children: 

I am just so ashamed that this is the way Australia is behaving in the 
world’s largest refugee crisis [. . .] I just think . . . that we’re a different 
country, this is not who we are. This is not what Australians think of 
themselves. We believe that we’re good people, and that we care for the 
vulnerable and the sick, and that we give everyone a fair go. We’re not 
a nation that tortures people. We don’t lock people up for three years, 
especially not children. (“Nauru”)6

Without diminishing Reem’s urgent and courageous motivations for speak-
ing out, I want to more closely interrogate the two ideas that she articulates, 
which are related but distinct: “this is not who we are” and “this is not what 
Australians think of themselves.” 

Ruth McHugh-Dillon

6 At the time Reem spoke out, the Border Force Act 2015 had introduced penalties of 
up to two years imprisonment for staff, including medical practitioners, who disclose 
“protected information” outside what medical experts John-Paul Sanggaran and Debo-
rah Zion have called “demonstrably failed internal channels” (421). Sanggaran and Zion 
point out that this kind of secrecy and silence are at the core of human rights abuses 
(421).
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Fig. 2: Locust Jones. “Senior child protection work 
witness client hitting himself  over the head with a 
rock and chair, than [sic] banging head into walls”7

7 All We Can’t See: Illustrating the Nauru Files is a project initiated by Arielle Gamble and 
Daniel New, which aims to counter the secrecy of Australia’s offshore detention regime. 
It encourages the public to read and respond to The Nauru Files—the name for more 
than 2,000 incident reports that were leaked by staff working in Australia’s detention 
centre on Nauru between 2013 and 2015, and published by The Guardian in August 
2016. The project aims to raise awareness about the situation on Nauru (and by exten-
sion, Manus); to humanise and individualise the stories in the case files; to engage people 
in reading the files through the “power and immediacy of visual language”; and to witness 
and offer a testament to suffering. The files document incidences of self-harm, sexual as-
sault, abuse of children, violence, and generally abhorrent conditions; both the files and 
the artworks can be viewed at allwecantsee.com/incidents. In the case of the files used 
in this essay, the name cited refers to the artist who responded to the case file, not the 
individual or individuals detained on Nauru, as their names are redacted in the incident 
reports. At the time of this writing, many files are yet to be illustrated.

Even a cursory investigation of Australian history and contemporary pol-
itics suggests that Australia has a long and racist tradition of ‘locking people 
up’ in contravention of international torture conventions, including children. 
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“Offshoring” itself is a consistent strategy in the nation’s history. Aside from 
the mainland’s origins as a British penal colony (the original Pacific Solu-
tion?), smaller islands have frequently been used as prisons: for Indigenous 
people, like Wadjemup/Rottnest Island in Western Australia (Melville), or 
in the nineteenth century for convicts who misbehaved (Baldacchino 60). 
What Baldacchino calls Australia’s “macabre Matryoshka doll [of ] multiple 
insularity” (60) describes, I argue, a carceral tradition that is not aberrant to 
the country’s history but instead foundational. The incarceration and mis-
treatment of refugees is consistent with many aspects of Australia’s history, 
especially violent colonisation, denial of Indigenous sovereignty, and the 
disproportionate policing and institutionalisation of Indigenous peoples, all 
representing the sustained defence of Australia’s “white heart” (Ricatti 483).

Anti-immigrant and anti-refugee rhetoric is directly linked to anxiety 
about Australia’s colonising history and, as Aileen Moreton-Robinson has 
argued, the assertion of white sovereignty. The “discourse of security” de-
ployed against migrants and so-called illegal immigrants, she writes, is “in-
extricably linked to an anxiety about dispossession shaped by a refusal of 
Indigenous sovereignty with clear roots in white supremacy” (152). However, 
acknowledgement of Australia’s status as a violently invaded settler-colonial 
state, where sovereignty has never been ceded by First Nations peoples, con-
tinues to be a controversial and contested issue in public discourse. This is 
the heart of the so-called culture wars stoked by former Primer Minister 
John Howard over the place of celebration or remorse in how Australian 
colonial history is taught in schools (Birch 8-9). It continues today in heated 
media and political debates over the celebration of the national holiday, Aus-
tralia Day, known by Indigenous activists and their allies as Invasion Day 
or Survival Day, and in militarised attitudes to Indigenous communities. 
In 2007, Howard’s government deployed the military in remote Aboriginal 
communities in the Northern Territory, claiming to address epidemic child 
sexual abuse (Perera 131). Yet as recently as 2016, systemic abuse and assault 
of detained minors was exposed in the state’s own prisons, widely compared 
in mainstream media to “something out of Guantanamo Bay” (Lawford). As 
of late 2018, one hundred percent of minors detained in the Northern Terri-
tory were Indigenous (NITV).

The more accurate statement, then, may be that “this is not what Aus-
tralians think of themselves” (“Nauru”). Both advocates and opponents of 
Australia’s refugee policies often adopt historical blindness by drawing on 

Ruth McHugh-Dillon
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a mythical golden age in the nation—either a return to the “White Austra-
lia” immigration policy, which was not completely dismantled until 1975, 
or to the period after, when the (white) nation generously opened its arms 
to migrants and refugees from Asia (Ricatti 482). Both attitudes reinforce 
what Francesco Ricatti calls the “moral privilege of whiteness—that is, the 
emotional centrality of whiteness in defining the Australian nation’s core 
values” evident in the discourse of advocates who argue that we once were a 
different, better country, and can return to this time (478). The nostalgic call 
to an authentic Australianness is reflected, I argue, in pro-refugee campaigns 
like “Real Australians Say Welcome,” as well as in successive right-wing gov-
ernments’ admiration for 1950s-era conservatism (Sainty; emphasis mine). 
Australia’s obsessive, cyclical debates about migration and multiculturalism 
actually consolidate whiteness, even as they perform an opening up, by con-
tinuing to centre white nationals as the managers of the Australia national 
space (Hage 233). 

In encouraging historians to challenge persistent contemporary injustices 
that “have deep historical roots,” Ricatti urges for critical histories that dis-
lodge white centrality and also engage moral imagination and “new and dif-
ferent epistemologies and ontologies” (492). The aforementioned studies by 
Perera and Moreton-Robinson represent precisely such imaginitive work. 
I find the questions that Ricatti reaches for, while also acknowledging the 
complexity of structural change, both provocative and generative:

For instance, what can different Indigenous ontologies, moral attitudes 
and political positions offer to the current debate on asylum seekers 
in Australia? What do asylum seekers who are Indigenous to the land 
from which they have escaped have to offer to the Australian debate 
on the dispossession of Indigenous land in Australia, and the colonial 
responsibility of non-English migrants, including refugees, in such dis-
possession? Why do these complex perspectives remain marginal in the 
debate about racism in Australia? What role can transcultural and mul-
tidirectional memories play? (492)

The answers to such complex questions require and will continue to stim-
ulate creative, critical, and moral engagements with history that challenge 
the nature of scholarship itself, as Ricatti suggests.8 This essay—about Aus-

 “This Place is Australia Itself” 

8 Perera’s exceptional Australia and the Insular Imagination is an example of such work, 
drawing on the scholarship and cultural knowledge of Indigenous peoples in the Pacific 
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tralia’s torture of refugees in the Pacific, published in a collection of writing 
about U.S. human rights violations in the Caribbean—is one small response 
to this call for critical, multidirectional, and transcultural examinations of 
imperialism and abuse.

As a writer, Boochani is self-consciously aware of the possibilities of lan-
guage to engage such questions both analytically and by pointing to the in-
expressible. In No Friend, he achieves the latter by inserting dreamlike poetic 
musings, in italics, at regular intervals throughout starker but still literary 
prose. Literary language has political and personal potential. Poetry, as Ariel 
Dorfman writes in Poems from Guantánamo’s afterword, is a “call to those 
who breathe the same air to also breathe the same verses, to bridge the gap 
between bodies and between cultures and between warring parties” (Falkoff 
71). In Arabic, poetry has historically been instrumental in nationalist move-
ments “discussing oppression and the rights of Indigenous peoples,” as the 
translator of Poems from Guantánamo, Flagg Miller, highlights—a sentiment 
that Boochani’s translator Tofighian echoes when placing Boochani’s writing 
amongst Kurdish and Persian traditions (Falkoff 8; Tofigihian xxiii).  Booch-
ani watches and documents the Australian government’s crimes. But more 
than witnessing, he shows the power of creative projects to yoke together 
diverse elements—decolonial, critical, embodied—as a potent, affecting, and 
even beautiful response to Australia’s violent political discourse. No Friend is 
powerful precisely because it moves beyond testimony and journalistic lan-
guage to create something non-literal, affecting, and visceral. 

Beyond Testimonial Discourse: Analysing Australia’s Colonial Heart 
from its Margins

Constructing a narrative that testifies to suffering is a charged political act 
for a person seeking asylum. As April Shemak has demonstrated in Asylum 
Speakers: Caribbean Refugees and Testimonial Discourse (2010), testimony can 
play a pivotal role for those seeking asylum, as it is often the basis on which 
asylum is granted or denied. She observes that “refugee testimonial discourse 
functions as a political ritual situated on the periphery of citizenship and 
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region and Australia, and mapping some of these alternate stories. For example, she 
highlights the non-verbal gestures of hospitality displayed by Nauruans on the arrival of 
the refugees from the Tampa, and Australian Indigenous writer Tony Birch’s work on the 
ethics of hospitality as an assertion of Indigenous sovereignty (62). 
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serves as a precursor to political membership; asylum processes require that 
refugees testify to their experiences of persecution in their native lands” (17). 
Boochani’s first and most fundamental challenge to the Australian govern-
ment’s logic is to resist the urge to testify in this most obvious sense, that is, 
by divulging within the text his reasons for fleeing Iran and thereby implic-
itly—literarily—pleading his case.  

Instead of Iran, Boochani’s text begins in Indonesia, where he boards 
the boat to Australia. The first four chapters feature the boat in which he 
travels, a vessel isolated and vilified in Australian law; the “people smugglers” 
on whom both left- and right-wing Australian politicians have declared war 
(ABC News); and the journey by sea that obsesses Australian media and 
politics to such an extent that asylum seekers arriving by boat are singled 
out legally above all other modes of transport.9 These symbols are central 
to Australian political discourse yet, as realities, remain shrouded in mystery 
and cloaked by rhetoric. While Boochani alludes to the persecution he faced 
as a Kurd in Iran, the “occupation that has devastated an ancient culture,” these 
passages are often vague, poetical, and nostalgic, conjuring Kurdish folkloric 
tropes such as Jezhwan, a woman riding a mare with hair “the colour of 
wine,” rather than directly critiquing the Iranian government or explaining 
what he suffered at their hands (71; 286, italics in original). Boochani’s most 
sustained and precise critiques are of the Australian government’s regime on 
Manus Island; its buildings, officers, systems, language, and protocol, as I 
will continue to outline, are described in meticulous detail. 

By withholding aspects of his testimony, Boochani draws metatextual at-
tention to the politics of the reader-writer relationship. Omitting the spe-
cific details and events that led to him fleeing Iran, that is, the aspect of his 
story fundamental to his legal claim, Boochani refuses to allow the reader 
to become the judge of his case.10 Doing so draws attention to the power 
imbalance inherent in the narrative’s construction and in the reader-writer 
relationship, when that reader is an Australian citizen and the writer is a 
refugee poised on “the periphery of citizenship” (Shemak 17). No Friend’s 
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9 Justine Poon’s scholarship, along with the not-for-profit fact-checking website Asy-
lum Insight, offers illuminating outlines of the development of Australia’s boat arrival-
oriented immigration policies.
10 Reports demonstrate that asylum claims have been rejected on far lesser information 
and culturally irrelevant or inappropriate lines of questioning, such as whether persecuted 
gay asylum seekers frequent gay bars or Mardi Gras, or like Madonna (Burton-Bradley).
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withholding captures the spirit of resistance often displayed by significant 
minority writing. Where “only the powerful center can mistake its speci-
ficity for universality,” writes Doris Sommer, “‘marginal’ or ‘minority’ texts 
draw boundaries around that arrogant space” through what they choose to 
keep opaque (9). If Australian readers feel entitled to know everything about 
Boochani’s story, but are denied access, this “slap of refused intimacy” may 
provoke them to analyse the invasive surveillance and exposure that asylum 
seekers constantly suffer, and perhaps even to question the expectation that 
an asylum seeker must prove their need for safety in this way (ix). The nar-
rative thus maintains a broader exploration of the unethical demands on 
refugees and how they are represented in Australia, taking readers beyond 
Boochani’s own personal case. 

Boochani uses his precarious position on the edge of citizenship and po-
litical membership—refugees are a group that cannot vote against the po-
litical parties who vilify them—to fearlessly place Nauru and Manus within 
their geography, history, and relationship to Australia. Encountering the 
shocking reality of these places, many horrified Australian opponents of the 
regime may insist, like Judith Reem, the former teacher on Nauru, that “we’re 
a different country, this is not who we are” (“Nauru”). Boochani, however, 
is paradoxically liberated from a similar investment in nation-state identity, 
forced to flee one state and refused entry on the threshold of another. From 
this precarious, marginalised position he sees clearly that “what is relegated 
to the margins is often, as we know from deconstruction, right at the centre 
of thought itself ” (Ahmed 4).  

The text thus creates its own rules, in defiance of the Australian govern-
ment’s language and logic. The very conceptual basis of the Pacific Solution’s 
offshore camps is that they are not in Australia; the law has even managed 
the surreal excision of Australian territory in order to deem it “non-Australia” 
for asylum claims (Baldacchino 61). However, observing buildings erected 
by the Australian government on Manus Island and now rotting, decaying 
and forgotten in the tropical heat, Boochani writes: “This space is part of 
Australia’s legacy and a central feature of its history—this place is Australia 
itself—this right here is Australia” (No Friend 158). Boochani directly con-
fronts this absurd legal game with his decisive statement that this colonised, 
denuded part of PNG jungle “is Australia itself ” (158).  

Similarly, he renames what the Australian government calls its “Manus 
Island Regional Processing Centre,” replacing the euphemism with “Manus 
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Prison,” featured in the book’s subtitle. Such renaming, Tofighian argues, is a 
powerful intellectual move: “Conceptually, he owns the prison” (xxvii). Even 
renaming that is itself a product of incarceration comes to be, in Boochani’s 
hands, a deliberate literary decision. The book’s “Disclaimer” explains that 
distinct individuals have been amalgamated into allegorical characters in or-
der to protect the identities of vulnerable people who are still suffering and 
waiting for claims to be processed (xxxvi). The result—characters with names 
like The Insomniac, The Prophet, The Cow, The Blue Eyed Boy—adds to 
the mythical, even parable-like tone of the book, reminding the reader that 
No Friend is literature, not journalism.11 Boochani has deliberately chosen to 
draw on artistic modes of engagement to challenge and expose the Austra-
lian government’s bureaucratic and legal language and its absurdity, even as 
it claims to be rational and commonsensical.

In various creative projects, Boochani subverts some of these methods 
used for domination and control. The Australian government continuously 
watches and documents refugees. Boochani’s creative work responds: refu-
gees are watching and documenting the crimes of the Australian govern-
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Fig. 3: A still from Chauka, Please Tell Us the Time, the 2017 film by Boochani and Arash 
Kamali Sarvestani, shot in secret on Manus Island using a mobile phone

11 Boochani is known by other asylum seekers on Manus as “The Reporter” (Zable, 
“Journalist in Exile”). 
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ment, too. In No Friend he describes adjusting to the initial humiliations of 
arriving on Manus, such as strip-searches, and realising, “The toilets also 
have CCTV cameras. It’s really hard to relieve yourself when there’s a camera 
staring down at you [. . .] a few sets of eyes belonging to unfamiliar people 
monitoring you [. . .] laughing at you and discussing your sexual organs” (84). 
His observations recall the sexual humiliation and other forms of degrada-
tion and violence that were exposed through photographs of U.S. prisoners 
in the War on Terror; in this context, Butler notes the use of cameras by the 
U.S. military in maintaining “representational regimes” through which war 
operates and rationalizes itself (29).  

In response, Boochani powerfully reworks the trope of constant surveil-
lance in his film Chauka, Please Tell Us the Time (2017), a collaboration with 
Holland-based Iranian filmmaker Arash Kamali Sarvestani and shot in se-
cret (in conditions of physical danger) on a mobile phone. Boochani disrupts 
his position as object of the prison’s surveillance culture by taking the camera 
in his own hand, taking charge of his own voice, amplifying those of the men 
around him, and challenging how they are represented (McHugh-Dillon). 
A “politics of representation,” as he has written elsewhere, is crucial to the 
creation and maintenance of Australia’s offshore detention regime: “What 
stories are told, how they are told and by whom, has been a determining 
factor” in the demonization of refugees and the erasure of their creative and 
critical selves (Galbraith and Boochani). 

Drawing on other kinds of stories and knowledge is central to Boochani’s 
decolonising politics of representation. In particular, No Friend engages with 
the experience of Indigenous Manusians in order to expose Australian colo-
niality and its damaging myths. Where Australia’s racist propaganda inten-
tionally disseminates a “false image” of local people’s “primitivism, barbarism 
and cannibalism,” Boochani appears fascinated by their understated resis-
tance—made possible because of, not despite, their non-Western ontologies 
and moral attitudes (168). He admires how the “Papus,” as the prisoners call 
local Manusians, exist within the prison and yet do not submit to its logic: 
they get high on betel nut and attain a “special moment of liberation” instead 
of surveilling the prisoners (247); they find pleasure, play, and chaos joking 
and chasing each other in the noon break (169). Importantly, No Friend does 
not frame these behaviours in the same racist terms as Australian propa-
ganda—that is, as naïve, carefree, or essential, and therefore ‘primitive.’ In-
stead, it contemplates Papus’ ability to forget, even if only momentarily, “the 
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prison’s rules and militarised logic” (144). For Boochani, finding this mental 
liberation is the great struggle on Manus, for any individual but notably for 
someone trying to produce a book like No Friend, via a mobile phone. As the 
men in Manus Prison suffer and internalise its oppressive system, Boochani 
identifies Papus’ behaviour and attitudes as resistance: “they are indomitable” 
(144).

While colonialism is often imagined in terms of dichotomies (oppres-
sor/oppressed), Boochani recognises the violent triangulations between “the 
prisoners, the local people, [and] the Australians,” weaponised by the Aus-
tralian government as a means of control (145). On Manus, asylum seekers 
are told by the Australian government that Manusians are violent cannibals; 
local Manusians, in turn, are warned that asylum seekers are violent terrorists 
(83; 167). Both myths are propagated by the Australian government to iso-
late, dominate, and control each group through fear. Crucially, this dynamic 
replicates the “complex triangulations” fundamental to Australia’s settler-
colonial operations at home, between settler-colonisers, Indigenous peoples, 
and various, usually non-white, Others (Ricatti 479).  Fear about asylum 
seekers and refugees, as Moreton-Robinson observes, is used to justify and 
consolidate anxious white claims to the Australian continent (154). Unsur-
prisingly, then, in Manus Prison, where Boochani sees “Australia itself ” re-
produced, this same racist, colonial dynamic metastasises to simultaneously 
mask and justify the dispossession of Indigenous people from their sovereign 
land.  

Challenging the divisive violence of these triangulations, No Friend finds 
solace, solidarity, and means of resistance by engaging with Manusian cul-
ture and experience. As a refugee Boochani may be Australia’s third ‘Other,’ 
but as a Kurdish exile, he is also Indigenous to the lands he was forced to 
flee. Despite the Australian government’s damaging myths, “the local people 
form alliances with us. This relationship includes some kindness and empa-
thy” (145). In this mutual recognition, Boochani’s observations recall Moaz-
zam Begg’s memoir, Enemy Combatant, in which he explores racial hierar-
chies among U.S.-employed guards. Begg notes the more humane attitudes 
and unlikely empathy he and some of the soldiers share, especially those who 
are Black, from U.S. territories in the Caribbean, and mistreated by white 
soldiers. Begg acknowledges personal familiarity around these guards, hav-
ing grown up alongside many people of Caribbean descent in Britain (247). 
However, they share something even deeper: a place in a racialized global 
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system of inequity. It is no accident, then, that at the prison in Guantánamo 
Bay “many soldiers saw Haitians as the lowest of all in the Caribbean.” As 
Begg writes, “In 1991, Camp X-Ray was first used by the U.S. to hold thou-
sands [of Haitians] who had attempted to enter the U.S.” (252). 

Similarly, Boochani links Australian guards’ lack of compassion to Aus-
tralia’s own carceral traditions, militarisation, and—especially important in 
the context of this essay’s interest in “geopolitical reciprocity” (Perera 8)—its 
participation in the U.S.-led wars in the Middle East. In contrast to the 
“indomitable” Papus, the Australian staff in Manus Prison have internalised 
its logic to the point that one guard openly admits he cannot feel empathy 
while watching a young man bleed from his own slit wrists (143). Although 
horrified by this guard’s incapacity for empathy, Boochani is unsurprised: 
“What can you expect from a man who has spent his whole life immersed 
in the violence of a prison?” (143). Many of the Manus Prison guards have 
worked professionally in Australian prisons, Boochani writes, or “for years 
in Afghanistan and Iraq [. . .] waging wars on the other side of the world. 
They have killed humans,” as part of their job (142-3). Boochani’s opposi-
tional philosophy is clear: in one of its poetic interludes, the text meditates 
during the boat journey that all deaths are futile—“Death is death / Plain and 
simple” (75; italics in original). Later, contemplating the ex-military person-
nel trained to kill, who now work as Manus prison guards, the text echoes 
the idea: “A killer is a killer [. . .] plain and simple” (143). No Friend consis-
tently exposes the link between these modes of imperial, militarised violence, 
whether in PNG, Iraq, a mainland Australian prison, or the U.S. prison in 
Cuba known as Gitmo. The system’s cruelty is clear: an inability to see that 
a human is a human, plain and simple. 

“A Piece of Meat with a Mind”: No Friend but the Mountains’ Embodied 
Critical Resistance

Asylum seekers on Manus, meanwhile, are pushed to the brink of their own 
values through bodily suffering: “There are so many times the prisoner is 
forced to straddle the border between human and animal” (232).12 For this 
reason, I want to emphasise how Boochani embodies his critical work. The 
text does not seek to transcend the bodily experience; instead, it examines 
the daily sufferings and humiliations of the body—disgusting and broken 
toilets, starvation, strip searches, self-harm, sunburn, heat, mosquitoes, un-
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treated medical conditions and injuries, ill-fitting clothes, blunt razors—and 
exposes their integral part in the system’s design. Suffering bodily, each pris-
oner becomes trapped in his own mind: “The prisoner is a piece of meat with 
a mind that is always moving between the darkest, dullest and most worn-
out scenes” (131). By recognising the torturous feedback loop between mind 
and body, No Friend actually refuses the Descartian mind/body separation 
that the system feeds. When refugees are humiliated, denigrated, punished, 
and reduced physically—when they reach the point that they feel that their 
physical suffering is all they are, driven mad by bodily needs—prison logic 
tells them that is all they are, and pushes them to conclude that therefore 
they are not fully human. I argue that the suffering and humiliation depicted 
by Boochani assert rather than degrade, as the system intends, the humanity 
of those on Manus.

In the prison, a body’s physical needs become torture when regulated by 
bureaucratic logic. No Friend’s frequent comparison to Kafka becomes ap-
parent in the scenes that depict the endless queues, frustrations, and absurdi-
ties of eating or accessing medical attention.13  Breakfast becomes “a twisted 
game” in which officers check names off a list and direct near-starving pris-
oners to “a vast array of empty trays and chefs fitted out like professionals,” 
where they are told, “Unfortunately breakfast has run out” and, “Unfortu-
nately, we have been ordered to stand in these positions for another hour. I 
apologise, we are fulfilling the duty assigned to us. We have no idea” (204). 
Similar pantomime occurs at the International Health and Medical Ser-
vice (IHMS), where smiling men and women in white administer water, 
paracetamol, and contemptuous glances for any ailment, including serious 
heart trouble (303).  

For Boochani, the real motivations of this system are “simple”: “IHMS 
makes the patients addicted to itself; it pulls them in” and encourages an 
“extreme form of dependence” (309, 304). He depicts this dependency, “run-
ning through the blood of the prisoners—dependency is now a vital part of 
their biology” (309). But addiction to this system and its internalisation is 
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12 The eco-critical aspects of No Friend—the ways the text counters these artificial and 
violent distinctions between nature and prison, between humans, plants, and animals—
deserve their own study. 
13 Newspaper reviews of the book cite Kafka as a major influence (Zable, “Australia’s 
Barbaric Policy”; CG).  
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also a torturous mental game. Rules and patterns govern every aspect of life 
on Manus and yet, as Boochani explains, attempting to make sense of them 
constantly leads to dead ends. He and other prisoners become obsessed with 
these perplexing, meticulous, but utterly senseless patterns: “Every prisoner 
is convinced that they or their group are the critical theorists of the systemic 
foundation, the chief analysts of the system’s architecture” (208-9; italics in 
original). 

No Friend warns against the limits of analysing the system—this, itself, 
can turn you mad. Because the patterns change with no warning, and no staff 
member can be held accountable or provide any answers, the prisoners are 
driven crazy by futile, desperate questions: “You bastard, what is the philoso-
phy behind these rules and regulations? Why, according to what logic, did 
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Fig. 4: Sam Harrison. “[REDACTED] had in-
formed staff that he will not eat or drink any-
thing until he gets to Australia.” From All We 
Can’t See: Illustrating the Nauru Files, 2019
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you create these rules and regulations? Who are you?” (209). From a writer 
who has dedicated so much to understanding the critical, political, and phil-
osophical logic of Manus Prison, this is a self-aware meta-commentary on 
No Friend itself. It reminds the reader that while critical analysis is crucial, 
it must maintain a balance with embodied experience. Importantly, beyond 
analysis, the work explores how physical experiences of suffering can be used 
to understand Manus Prison logic, and to resist it.

Boochani explicitly puts his body on the line—embodying his decolo-
nial resistance—by refusing to take part in the system’s health service. In 
agony from toothache, he rejects the IHMS in favour of traditional Manus 
dental surgery: several Papus help to hold him down and insert a red-hot 
wire into his cavity to kill off all the tooth’s nerves. Though he “stop[s] 
breathing [. . .] it is good”—the pain, he writes, “blows my mind” (308). 
This choice of expression is significant; in this pain Boochani’s decolo-
nial philosophy and his bodily experience are detonated, blown together, 
beyond words. With a comforting hand, the Papu administering the wire 
transmits, non-verbally, the compassion and acknowledgement of this hu-
man body that is absent in the many empty words of the prison’s Australian 
staff. “If I had confronted the IHMS system,” Boochani writes, “my soul 
would have been engulfed in thousands of IHMS letters, reports and forms 
[. . .] then annihilated” (308). 

Boochani illustrates both the literal and poetic meaning of annihilation in 
Manus Prison. One of the text’s most haunting passages describes the toilets, 
the site which the government-issued blue-handled razors turn into “a festi-
val of blood, a festival of the dead” (317). Self-harm has become, in this re-
pulsive place, “a kind of cultural practice” (317). Boochani’s strange language 
paints the fervour and chaos that blossom with this nightly ritual, where the 
suicide attempts of young men are simultaneously mundane, horrifying, and 
euphoric. Blood, he writes, “is an amazing element of nature: warm, crimson, 
and with a scent that induces horror. It’s the colour of death. A wondrous 
craving for blood-spill, a wondrous yearning for self-harm; that’s all there is 
to the tale” (318). Self-harm inspires horror in the surrounding prisoners, 
but also respect and a surreal attraction: “The scene is a mirror that reflects 
the prisoners, and they gaze into it” (317). In contrast to the regulated sys-
tematization symbolised by the razor—a mundane item for which prisoners 
queue for hours in the hot sun—blood liberates something organic and wild, 
captured in Boochani’s eerie, trance-like poeticism. If dependency to the sys-
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tem killing them is “running through the blood of the prisoners,” here it is 
unleashed, terrifyingly, free (309).

Falkoff notes that the U.S. Army refers to self-harm at Gitmo as “manip-
ulative self-injurious behavior” and successful suicide attempts as “asymmet-
ric warfare” (2). In Australia, politicians have similarly referred to self-harm 
by asylum seekers as “moral blackmail” (Broom). Boochani responds to these 
linguistic cruelties and indifference through the poetry of his text. Perhaps 
this is what he means when he writes, “the realities of this place can be bet-
ter exposed through the language of art and literature” (360). Where the 
dry language of reporting exists in a realm closer to bureaucracy, this literary 
language refuses to mimic the cold distancing that dehumanises refugees in 
government policy and rhetoric. For one Chilean survivor of Pinochet’s se-
cret police, Dorfman notes, recalling poetry during torture served as a way to 
distinguish herself from her tormentors, to remind herself she was more than 
“a piece of meat” (Falkoff 69). Boochani’s text holds this tension between 
bodily suffering and beauty. Poetry here gets up close to the body, evoking a 
surreal atmosphere and a logic that is born from a place where “the dreadful 
circumstances of life” drive prisoners to end life itself (317). The affecting, 
metaphorical language probes a fundamental question that throbs through-
out No Friend: how to live freely in your body in a system designed to control 
and crush it.

Destruction is not an abstract fear for prisoners on Manus. Boochani’s 
friends have died in Manus Prison, for reasons that include medical neglect: 
Reza Barati, “The Gentle Giant,” was bashed to death by guards during 
the 2014 riots; Hamid Khazaei, “The Smiling Youth,” died from a treatable 
tropical infection, caught in the IHMS vortex (Robertson). The dangerous, 
humiliating degradation of body and mind in No Friend reminds the reader 
that its author, too, continues to suffer on Manus; it reminds the reader of 
a person’s finiteness. Urgently conveying the grotesque, visceral torture of 
mind and body is No Friend’s achievement. Through poetical and visceral 
language, Boochani engages literature to foment a more feeling, more imagi-
native engagement with politics, history, and human life itself.   

Conclusion: Creative Futures

What is the power, then, of a creative work like No Friend but the Mountains 
to impact the future of “Australia’s Guantánamo”? It is difficult to decisively 
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draw conclusions about an issue that remains ongoing and unresolved. Al-
though Manus Prison was deemed illegal by the PNG government in 2016 
and closed in 2017, hundreds of men remain on the island, forcibly moved 
to other camps and unable to leave. “At the time of printing,” as the book’s 
concluding note states, “Behrouz Boochani remains on Manus. He does not 
know what will happen to him next” (357). Consequently, it is important 
not to overstate the “prison break,” to borrow Butler’s term, enacted by No 
Friend, when its author continues to live, suffer, and age in the prison of 
Australia’s detention regime.

At the same time, since the publication of No Friend at the end of July 
2018, this work has received unprecedented attention. It has carved out a 
certain future for itself within Australian literature alone; in early 2019, 
Boochani won Australia’s highest-paying literary prize and made interna-
tional headlines in doing so, but was unable to attend the award ceremony 
(Dunne). Boochani’s apparently impossible creative output continues to re-
define how Australians, if not their legal system, imagine refugees and the 
limits of what can be, and is, done to them—and by them. Who thought 
a feature film could be produced on a mobile phone from a remote Pacific 
prison, a novelistic memoir written on WhatsApp? What else will Manus 
teach us about what is possible? 

This essay is just one contribution near the start of what is sure to be 
a deep and broad engagement with Boochani’s important work—analysis 
the author explicitly invites. “This place [Manus] really needs a lot of intel-
lectual work,” he tells Tofighian in No Friend’s preface. “It requires a team 
to produce research that is rigorous and academic [. . .] Universities need 
to get involved” (xv). As they do, transcultural perspectives will continue to 
be essential. This essay is a response to a call felt from across the oceans to 
imagine how one prison in the Pacific, and another in the Caribbean, are not 
insulated or isolated from one another but related, as imperial sites of suffer-
ing, abuse, and silencing. In the face of this silencing, language, analysis, and 
poetry are potent. While Boochani remains exiled on the peripheries of the 
Australian nation, his collaborations with Tofighian and other intellectuals, 
academics, and artists in Australia paradoxically bring his image, his words, 
and his protest right into the heart of the Australian nation itself.
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